
Don’t Forget the People!  
New Roles and Technologies in Ever-more Automated Smart Manufacturing 

Today’s digital manufacturing landscape is thought by some to be headed toward fields of robots 
communicating and analyzing data and ultimately designing and operating tomorrow’s production 
facility. Humans may however still have a fighting chance to contribute to the future of 
manufacturing. Understanding the best way to design future systems in order to leverage the best 
of human abilities will require convergent understanding in Machine Learning (today’s AI), coded 
intelligence and decision-making (tomorrow’s AI), automated sensing, interpretation and control, 
how people and technology can team together (organizational psychology), and how people are 
motivated and fulfilled to do their best (personal psychology). This is an exciting time to be 
studying and improving manufacturing, especially how technologies can be developed to better 
integrate humans to the emerging digital automated landscape. This integration is the key focus of 
a NSF-sponsored graduate program at Clemson called THINKER (Technology-Human INtegrated 
Knowledge, Education and Research), where graduate students team with technical college 
students to investigate and evaluate new roles and prototypes for people in manufacturing. 
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